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ABSTRACT
We consider the end states for a quasi-magnetostatic phase of evolution of molecular cloud cores by
ambipolar di†usion. The models yield good initial states for fully dynamical collapse to isolated proto-
stellar systems. These pivotal transition states are self-gravitating, magnetized, isothermal masses of gas
in which the density scales with spherical radius r as r~2 and the magnetic Ðeld as r~1. The dependences
of these quantities with angle h satisfy the constraints of magnetostatic equilibrium. Under these circum-
stances, we Ðnd a linear sequence of possible pivotal states, each member characterized by a separate
value of the di†erential mass-to-Ñux ratio in dimensionless form, j 4 2nG1@2 dM/d'º 1. In general, the
pivotal states are toroids, with the density distribution on a circle of constant r in the meridional plane
declining from a maximum value on the magnetic equator, h \ n/2, to zero over the magnetic poles,
h \ 0 and h \ n. For j ? 1, the pivotal conÐgurations approach the unmagnetized singular isothermal
sphere, with volume density o \ (a2/2nG)r~2. For j close to 1, the pivotal conÐgurations Ñatten to a thin
disk, with surface density where is a number ?1. We comment on the&\ [(1 ] H0)a2/nG]r~1, H0implications of these results for observations and other theoretical investigations.
Subject headings : di†usion È ISM: clouds È stars : formation
1. INTRODUCTION
The past two decades have witnessed the development of
a reasonably successful standard picture for the formation
of isolated low-mass stars (for a recent review, see Shu
The starting point for the process is the evolution of a1995).
magnetized isothermal core by ambipolar di†usion (Mestel
& Spitzer toward a singular conÐguration reminiscent1956)
of a singular isothermal sphere &(Nakano 1979 ; Lizano
Shu If unmagnetized, the latter subsequently col-1989).
lapses dynamically in a self-similar manner from inside out
Semianalytical techniques can account for the(Shu 1977).
e†ects of a small initial amount of uniform rotation
Shu, & Cassen or of uniform magnetic Ðeld(Terebey, 1984)
(Galli & Shu which greatly facilitate com-1993a, 1993b),
parisons with observations (for reviews, see andLada 1995
Myers 1995).
Recently, two objections have appeared to challenge the
standard picture. On the empirical side, pointsBoss (1995)
to radio observations of starless cores that have Ñatter
radial density proÐles than o P r~2 et al.(Ward-Thompson
On the theoretical side, & Mouschovias1994). Fielder
see also & Mouschovias & Mous-(1993; Ciolek 1994, Basu
chovias claim that detailed numerical simulations of1994)
the evolution of magnetized isothermal clouds undergoing
ambipolar di†usion do not support the assumptions and
conclusions underlying the standard collapse calculations.
Both objections have simple resolutions. Let us adopt the
convention of t \ 0 as the instant of singular core forma-
tion. Cores without stars refer to times t \ 0, when the
calculations of & Shu do indeed show centralLizano (1989)
density proÐles that are Ñatter than o P r~2. But as time
becomes less negative, their calculationsÈand even more
strikingly, those of Mouschovias and coworkersÈshow
that these proÐles steepen to o P r~2, to arbitrary numbers
of decades dependent in scale only on the willingness to
compute with smaller and smaller time steps as the singular
state is approached at t \ 0, when even the small central
region of constant density would formally drop out of sight.
Beyond this time, the origin must contain a compact object
of Ðnite massÈa protostar. Thus, cores with stars corre-
spond to times t [ 0 and are to be compared with the solu-
tions of or Galli & Shu The latterShu (1977) (1993a, 1993b).
are not to be compared with the calculations of Mouscho-
vias and coworkers, which refer to t \ 0, according to the
nomenclature given here. In other words, apart from the
semantical question of what one means by ““ dynamical
collapse ÏÏ and BossÏs justiÐable theoretical concern for the
proper sites for binary star formation, there is no contradic-
tion with the standard picture.
The instant t \ 0 plays a pivotal role in the above
analysis, providing a precise dividing line between Figures 7a
and 7b of Adams, & Lizano The only remainingShu, (1987).
debate for those who believe in ambipolar di†usion as the
correct core formation mechanism is whether the separa-
tion into quasi-magnetostatic and fully magnetodynamic
phases of evolution is quantitatively as well as qualitatively
meaningful. This issue depends on whether the dimension-
less coupling parameter for ion-neutral collisions,
!4
cC
(4nG)1@2 , (1)
has a squared value ?1 (see Galli & ShuShu 1983 ; 1993a,
and for discussions and a deÐnition of1993b ; ° 4.1
symbols). Even if future observations should determine !
insufficient to prevent substantial Ñuid accelerations for
t \ 0, the notion of a pivotal state is a useful conceptual
device for making analytical progress on this interesting
problem.
By similarity techniques, we consider in this paper the
detailed properties of magnetized isothermal conÐgurations
at the pivotal instant t \ 0. The plan of the paper is as
follows. In we provide a physical justiÐcation for the° 2,
similarity assumption, emphasizing the role of a central
region in which the mass-to-Ñux ratio is spatially constant
but increasing slowly with time toward a pivotal value.
In we derive the ordinary di†erential equations and° 3,
associated angular boundary conditions that govern the
magnetostatic equilibria of self-similar, self-gravitating, iso-
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thermal, magnetized gases that possess axial symmetry. In
particular, we show that the dimensionless equations
possess only one nondimensional parameter whichH0,characterizes the proportion of support provided against
self-gravity by poloidal magnetic Ðelds relative to that of
gas pressure. Each value of corresponds implicitly to aH0di†erent dimensionless mass-to-Ñux ratio. We then obtain
numerical solutions for representative intermediate values
of and perturbative solutions for the extreme cases,H0, and In we justify the magnetostaticH0? 1 H0 > 1. ° 4,approximation and compare our semianalytic solutions
with those derived previously by Ðnite-di†erence tech-
niques. In we consider the implications of our results for° 5,
observations of star-forming regions. Finally, in we° 6,
discuss and summarize the Ðndings of this paper.
2. PHYSICAL JUSTIFICATION FOR THE SIMILARITY
ASSUMPTION
The numerical calculations of &Nakano (1979), Lizano
Shu and & Mouschovias suggest that(1989), Fielder (1993)
as an isolated, axisymmetric, magnetized, isothermal cloud
evolves quasi-magnetostatically under the action of ambi-
polar di†usion, its center r \ 0 reaches conditions of e†ec-
tively inÐnite density in Ðnite time. likens theShu (1995)
problem to that of globular cluster core collapse (e.g., Cohn
& Wood referred to the latter1980). Lynden-Bell (1969)
process (evolution of a self-gravitating cluster to a singular
state by the di†usion of stellar random velocities) as the
gravothermal catastrophe. By analogy, Shu proposed that
the former process (evolution of a self-gravitating cloud to a
singular state by the di†usion of magnetic support) should
be called the gravomagneto catastrophe.
To date, the closest approach to the formation of an
actual density cusp by direct numerical simulation has been
made by & Mouschovias At the instant ofFiedler (1993).
gravomagneto catastrophe, their work shows that the
immediate region surrounding the center acquires a self-
similar state in which the density scales as r~2 and the
magnetic Ðeld scales as r~1. The Ðrst result, o P r~2, was
anticipated by the work of and &Nakano (1979) Lizano
Shu The second result, BP r~1, is new, although(1989).
hints of this possibility trace back to andMestel (1965)
who suggested that for a contractingMouschovias (1979),
cloud (but with frozen-in Ðeld), B should scale roughly as a
power of o, with the exponent lying somewhere between 13and In this section, we demonstrate that the second result23.follows from the Ðrst, if the evolution of a self-gravitating,
magnetized, isothermal cloud by ambipolar di†usion pro-
duces a core with a spatially uniform, di†erential mass-to-
Ñux ratio dM/d'.
In we justify the quasi-magnetostatic formulation of° 4.1
and & Shu that we adopt inNakano (1979) Lizano (1989)
the present paper. & Umebayashi estimateNakano (1980)
that even in an environment shielded from all ionizing
agents except Galactic cosmic rays, neutrals are well
coupled to ions up to molecular number densities D1011
cm~3. Beyond this point, the neutral component of the
ÑuidÈthe dominant contributor to the mass density
oÈwill dynamically decouple from the Ðeld. In a core in
which o is strictly proportional to r~2, a sphere that
contains densities in excess of 1011 cm~3 has only 10~4 the
mass of a sphere that contains densities in excess of 103
cm~3. Since the mass of the latter sphere corresponds typi-
cally to 10È100 in realistic molecular clouds etM
_
(Mizuno
al. the mass of the former sphere contains only 10~31994),
to 10~2 Ignoring physical departures from a strict r~2M
_
.
dependence of o for such a small amount of mass should
have negligible consequences for the formation of a true
protostar.
We adopt axial symmetry, i.e., no dependence on r in a
spherical polar coordinate system (r, h, r) with origin at the
center of the core. We ignore the presence of any toroidal
magnetic Ðeld From the constraint $ Æ B \ 0, we canBr.deÐne a (positive-deÐnite) magnetic Ñux function '(r, h)
from which we may obtain the poloidal Ðeld B(r, h) :
B \ 1
2n
$ Â
A '
r sin h
er
B
. (2)
In the presence of ambipolar di†usion, ' depends on the
evolutionary time t \ 0 ; by writing '\ '(r, h), we are sup-
pressing explicit display of the time dependence in favor of
the spatial dependence, which is more interesting for this
paper.
Integration of over a circular area A\ nr2 atequation (2)
the magnetic equatior h \ n/2 and application of StokesÏs
theorem show P
A/nr2
B Æ nü dA\ '(r, n/2) , (3)
so '(r, n/2) is the normally deÐned magnetic Ñux. Since
B Æ $'\ 0, loci of constant '(r, h) deÐne Ðeld lines in the
meridional plane (r, h). For a gas with constant e†ective
sound speed a, and with an associated gravitational poten-
tial V , force balance along magnetic Ðeld lines yields
V ] a2 ln o \ h(') , (4)
where h(') is the Bernoulli ““ constant ÏÏ along the Ðeld line
'\ constant. The functional dependence of h on ' must be
self-consistent with the instantaneous distribution of
dM/d' where M(') is(Mouschovias 1976 ; Nakano 1979),
the mass contained between the polar axis and the Ñux tube
' that extends in both directions from the magnetic
equator. Notice that when we write ordinary derivatives
such as dM/d' or dh/d', we really mean partial derivatives,
with t kept constant. (The time t \ 0 is of particular interest
to us in this paper.)
The gravitational potential V (r, h) satisÐes PoissonÏs
equation :
+2V \ 4nGo . (5)
The substitution of into readsequation (4) equation (5)
1
r2
L
Lr
C
r2
Adh
d'
L'
Lr
[ a2
o
Lo
Lr
BD
] 1
r2 sin h
L
Lh
C
sin h
Adh
d'
L'
Lh
[ a2
o
Lo
Lh
BD
\ 4nGo . (6)
The elimination of V allows us to regard asequation (6)
an elliptic partial di†erential equation (PDE) for o, after the
spatial dependence of ' has been found from the solution of
the elliptic PDE for force balance across Ðeld lines, which
requires
F'\ [o dh
d'
, (7)
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where F is the second-order operator,
F4
1
16n3 r2 sin2 h
A L2
Lr2]
1
r2
L2
Lh2[
cot h
r2
L
Lh
B
. (8)
As magnetic Ñux drifts from a region to its surroundings
by ambipolar di†usion, ' evolves according to
D'
Dt
\ o+' o2
coo
i
F' , (9)
where is the mass density of ions and c is the neutral-iono
icollisional coupling constant deÐned by andShu (1983),
where D/Dt 4 L/Lt ] u Æ $ is the substantial time derivative
following the Ñuid motion u of the neutrals. (See &Lizano
Shu for an implicit implementation of D/Dt in the1989
quasi-magnetostatic approximation.)
If we substitute into we obtainequation (7) equation (9),
D'
Dt
\ [ o+' o2
co
i
dh
d'
, (10)
which demonstrates that ambipolar di†usion produces a
loss of magnetic Ñux from neutral material in which dh/
d'[ 0, i.e., a leakage from where magnetic Ðelds provide
support against self-gravity. In a subumbral region (see
& Shu the Ðeld lines can become straight andLizano 1989),
uniform, while the gas mass is still stably supported against
gravity by gas pressure (and perhaps turbulence), and the
process stops with a ““ failed core.ÏÏ However, in a super-
umbral region, the process continues without respite, until
the dark core acquires a mass-to-Ñux ratio M/' that is
supercritical for magnetic support alone, but not for the
actual combination of magnetic plus thermal (and perhaps
turbulent) support. (For quantitative deÐnitions of the criti-
cal state, see & SpitzerMestel 1965 ; Mouschovias 1976 ;
Ikeuchi, & Nakamura The continuedTomisaka, 1989.)
leakage of magnetic Ñux from the magnetically supercritical
core to its surroundings resultsÈin Ðnite elapsed time from
the critical stateÈin a singular core in which the central
densities try formally to attain inÐnite values. In the cores of
interest, the critical-to-singular transition is rate limited by
ambipolar di†usion and can occur without drastically vio-
lating quasi-magnetostatic equilibrium.1 In the same tran-
sition, the mass-to-Ñux ratio may increase from the critical
value to a ““ pivotal ÏÏ value (to be calculated in this paper)
characteristic of the singular state. The radial density proÐle
in the near-singular core must span a very large dynamic
range, from envelope to central values. Lacking an intrinsic
length scale, the functional dependence in r must take the
form of a power law. For an isothermal gas, the natural
exponent is [2 &(Chandrasekhar 1939 ; Shu 1977 ; Lizano
Shu For o P r~2, M scales as r, and ' must also scale1989).
as r in order for the mass-to-Ñux ratio to maintain the Ðxed
pivotal value characteristic of the singular state (see below).
With 'P r, implies that B scales as r~1, whichequation (2)
& Mouschovias start with conÐgurations that are not1 Fiedler (1993)
initially in equilibrium, which subsequently generate substantial dynamical
motions before the pivotal instant t \ 0 because of the overshooting of
equilibrium. In contrast, the initial states of & Mouschovias doBasu (1994)
satisfy force balance, but they adopt a value for !\ 8 that is smaller than
the number 11 preferred by & Shu and Galli &Shu (1983), Lizano (1989),
Shu Nevertheless, Figures 2d and 6d of Basu & Mouscho-(1993a, 1993b).
vias show that the total accelerations at the most vulnerable positions near
the origin are less than 10%È20% of the gravitational Ðeld until the central
densities increase to 3 ] 109 cm~3 at the end of their simulations.
is the result found by & Mouschovias seeFielder (1993 ;
also & MouschoviasBasu 1994).
To simplify the analysis that follows for the angular
dependence, we assume that the radial scalings o P r~2 and
'P r hold for all r at t \ 0. In reality, we expect these
scalings to hold in the pivotal state only in the part of the
cloud (the core) in which the di†erential mass-to-Ñux ratio
dM/d' is spatially constant. There is no practical di†erence
then between the di†erential value and the total value
(within the core), because dM/d'\ constant 4 * implies
by integration that M(')/'\ " as well, since M \ 0 when
'\ 0 on the central Ñux tube.
3. SELF-SIMILAR MAGNETOSTATIC EQUILIBRIUM
3.1. Derivation of Governing Equations
The discussion of motivates a search for self-° 2
gravitating magnetostatic equilibria of power-law form for
the radial dependences. Inspection of equations and(6) (7)
shows that a separation of the variables r and h requires the
solution to take the self-similar forms
o(r, h) \ a2
2nGr2 R(h) ; '(r, h) \
4na2 r
G1@2 /(h) ;
h(') \ 2a2H0 ln ' , (11)
where is a dimensionless constant to be speciÐed. TheH0other coefficients in are chosen (a) to make theequation (11)
angular functions R(h) and /(h) dimensionless, and (b) to
give the most convenient numerical coefficients in their gov-
erning ordinary di†erential equations (ODEs). We have
adjusted the arbitrary additive constants in h and V so that
we may nominally take logarithms of the dimensional vari-
ables o and ' in equations and As we shall see(4) (11).
below, the logarithmic dependence of h on ' is the correct
functional choice of h(') to produce a spatially constant
mass-to-Ñux ratio.
Substitution of equations into the equations and(11) (6)
yields two coupled second-order ODEs for R(h) and(7)
/(h) :
1
sin h
d
dh
C
sin h
A
2H0
/@
/
[R@
R
BD
\ 2(R[ 1 [ H0) , (12)
d
dh
A /@
sin h
B
\ [H0
R
/
sin h , (13)
where we have denoted derivatives with respect to h by
primes. To determine the self-similar equilibrium from the
integration of the two governing ODEs of second order
(necessary by symmetry only over the upper hemisphere,
0 ¹ h ¹ n/2), we need four boundary conditions (BCs).
Two BCs can be speciÐed on the equatorial plane,
h \ n/2. Field lines thread the magnetic equator vertically,
and the density is the same above and below the plane ;
therefore,
/@(n/2) \ 0 , (14)
R@(n/2) \ 0 . (15)
Another BC can be found by requiring the magnetic Ñux
enclosed by the polar axis to vanish :
/(0)\ 0 . (16)
The last BC is more subtle ; we demand that the polar axis
also contains no line mass. From this require-equation (12),
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ment translates to the condition that
sin h
A
2H0
/@
/
[ R@
R
B
] 0 as h ] 0 . (17)
Multiplying by sin h and integrating theequation (12)
result over h from 0 to n/2, subject to BCs and(14), (15), (17),
we obtain the integral constraint,P
0
n@2
R sin h dh \ 1 ] H0 . (18)
The term 1 on the right-hand side represents the normalized
density of the unmagnetized singular isothermal sphere.
Thus, measures the fractional increase in the meanH0density that arises because the magnetic Ðeld can help
support the cloud core against its self-gravity. If we deÐne
M(r) to be the mass enclosed within a sphere of radius r, the
monopole due to the material inside this sphere contributes
a radial component to the gravitational Ðeld,
g
r
\ [GM(r)
r2 \ [
2a2(1 ] H0)
r
, (19)
which is identical to the value that we can get from [LV /Lr.
In other words, even though we have formally let the singu-
lar conÐguration extend to r \ O, the (inÐnite) amount of
matter distributed nonspherically outside any sphere of
radius r contributes nothing to the most important part of
the gravitational attraction at r. This feature of the solution
adds conÐdence to practical applications of the results to
actual molecular cloud cores of more limited spatial extent.
3.2. T he Special Case H0\ 0
For the magnetic Ðeld provides no support what-H0\ 0,soever, and can be integrated twice to yieldequation (13)
/\ C1] C2 cos h , (20)
where and are integration constants. The BCsC1 C2 (14)and imply A magnetic Ðeld that is force(16) C1\ C2\ 0.free everywhere must vanish identically. The solution for
that obeys the BCs and is now R\ 1,equation (12) (15) (17)
i.e., the unmagnetized singular isothermal sphere. In fact,
there exists a more general solution for zero magnetic
support of the singular isothermal sphere than the case
'\ 0. Although the assumption that '\ r/(h) requires
/(h) \ 0 for the solution for the singular isothermalH0\ 0,sphere (indeed, any nonmagnetized equilibrium state) can
trivially accommodate additional straight and uniform Ðeld
lines, i.e., a contribution 'P r2 sin2 h.
3.3. General Case with H0D 0
When the solution of the problem generallyH0[ 0,requires numerical integration. Since h \ 0 is a singular
point of the governing ODEs and we need a series(12) (13),
expansion about h \ 0 to start the integration. This can be
done most efficiently after performing the dependent vari-
able transformation,
R4 # sinn h , /\ t sin2 h , (21)
where n [ 0 is chosen so as to simplify later the satisfaction
of the BC (17) :
n 4 4H0 . (22)
The substitution of into equations (12) andequation (21)
(13) yields
1
sin h
d
dh
C
sin h
Ant@
2t
[ #@
#
BD
\ 2
A
# sinn h [ 1 [ n
4
B
,
(23)
tA sin2 h ] 3t@ sin h cos h [ 2t sin2 h \ [ n#
4t
sinn h .
(24)
If we now introduce the independent variable transform-
ation,
m 4 sin h , (25)
and note that
d
dh
\ (1 [ m2)1@2 d
dm
,
d2
dh2\ (1 [ m2)
d2
dm2[ m
d
dm
, (26)
the two governing ODEs becomeC
(1 [ m2) d
dm
]
A1 [ 2m2
m
BDA n
2t
dt
dm
[ 1
#
d#
dm
B
\ 2
A
#mn [ 1 [ n
4
B
, (27)
m2(1 [ m2) d2t
dm2 ] m(3[ 4m2)
dt
dm
[ 2m2t\ [ n#
4t
mn . (28)
For these nonlinear ODEs applied to small m, suitable series
expansions that satisfy the pole BCs and are(16) (17)
# \ (a0] a2 m2] . . .) ] mn(c0] c2 m2] . . .) ] . . . , (29)
t\ (b0] b2 m2] . . .) ] mn(d0] d2 m2 ] . . .) ] . . . . (30)
Substitution of these series into equations and yield(27) (28)
all higher order coefficients in terms of anda0 b0 :
a2\
1
4
(n ] 2)a0 , c0\
na02
8(n ] 2)b02
,
c2\ [
a02
2
C n(n ] 1)
8(n ] 2)b02
]
A 2
n ] 2
B2D
, . . . ; (31)
b2\
b0
4
, d0\ [
a0
4(n ] 2)b0
,
d2 \ [
(n ] 1)a0
16(n ] 2)b0
, . . . . (32)
For each choice of we determine the two freeH0\ n/4,coefficients and so that the solution matches the twoa0 b0outer BCs and(14) (15).
Numerically, we use the expansions and to initi-(29) (30)
ate a Runge-Kutta integration of equations and(27) (28)
from small m to larger values. To avoid the artiÐcial singu-
larity at m \ 1 introduced by our independent variable
transformation, m \ sin h (where dh/dm \ O for m \ 1), we
switch at an intermediate point to integrating the original
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FIG. 1.È(a) The Ñux function /(h) and (b) the density function R(h) for a representative set of parameters 0.5. 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0. As nn \ 4H0\ 0.25,increases, the magnetic Ñux grows and the density becomes concentrated toward the equatorial plane.
ODEs and Making this switch also facilitates the(12) (13).
implementation of the equatorial BCs and(14) (15).
In Figures and we plot the functions /(h) and R(h)1a 1b,
determined for such numerical integrations for representa-
tive values of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0. Noticen \ 4H0\ 0.25,the growing density contrast between the equatorial region
and the polar region as the magnetic Ñux and Ðeld strength
increase with increasing Larger levels of magneticH0.support lead to Ñatter pivotal conÐgurations, a physically
plausible result. To illustrate the degree of Ñattening pic-
torially, we show isodensity contours and magnetic Ðeld
lines for the case in In the Ðrstn \ 4H0\ 2.0 Figure 2a.
quadrant, contours of constant density o are obtained from
r \
Ca2R(h)
2nGo
D1@2
, (33)
whereas Ðeld lines labeled by the Ñux value ' are obtained
from
r \ G1@2'
4na2/(h) . (34)
The actual length scale used for r is arbitrary, since the
self-similar nature of the solution guarantees that the
picture looks like that displayed in at all scales,Figure 2a
FIG. 2a FIG. 2b
FIG. 2.ÈProperties of one particular equilibrium conÐguration with (a) isodensity contours (heavy curves) and magnetic Ðeld lines (lightn \ 4H0\ 2 :curves) in a meridional plane ; and (b) contours of constant column density along a line of sight perpendicular to the axis of the toroid.
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small and large. Because the density vanishes along the
polar axis, while it is largest for a given r on the equator, the
magnetized isothermal equilibria corresponding to the
pivotal states are toroids (for As & ShuH0D 0).2 LizanoÐrst noted, density concentration at the center of the(1989)
core is easiest to achieve by draining matter down the polar
axis. In the limit in which the gravomagneto catastrophe is
actually reached, the drainage apparently becomes com-
plete, and o vanishes along h \ 0 (and h \ n).
Another useful characterization of the Ñattening of mag-
netized molecular cloud cores is the column density pro-
fected onto a plane, which is what an observer would see if
the emissivity of the gas were uniform and the radiation
were optically thin. Such contours are shown in Figure 2b
for equator-on viewing of the case Whenn \ 4H0\ 2.0.projected in this way, the nested toroidal surfaces that are
the volume-density contours yield a peanut-like shape for
the column density contours. If we deÐne s to be the ratio of
maximum length to the maximum width (o† axis from the
pole), then s \ 2.46 in Figure 2b.
A Ðnal quantity useful for us to calculate is the mass M(')
contained within Ñux tube ' :
M(')4 4n
P
0
n@2
sin h dh
P
0
r(h,')or2 dr, (35)
where r(h, ') is given by Usingequation (34). equation (11),
we obtain
M(') \ j'
2nG1@2 , (36)
where we have deÐned j as the deÐnite integral,
j 4
P
0
n@2 R(h) sin h
/(h)
dh . (37)
Since j is a constant, di†erentiating showsequation (36)
that the di†erential mass-to-Ñux ratio dM/d' has the same
constant value as the total ratio M(')/'. Henceforth, we
refer to j as the dimensionless value for both.
The integral can formally be performed analytically(37)
by noticing that the integrand occurs on the right-hand side
of Integrating equation (13) in h from 0 to n/2,equation (13).
subject to the BC yields(14),
j \ 1
H0
lim
h?0
/@(h)
sin h
\/A(0)
H0
, (38)
where we have applied LÏHoü pitalÏs rule. From the deÐnition
/\ t sin2 h and the series expansion we obtain(30),
j \ 2b0
H0
. (39)
Since has to be determined as an implicit function ofb0 H0by the numerical integration of ODEs with two-point BCs,
we use the result not so much as a replacement for(39)
but as a check on it.equation (37),
2 We use the nomenclature ““ toroid ÏÏ instead of ““ torus ÏÏ to distinguish a
conÐguration in which no o†-axis density maximum occurs in the equato-
rial plane. We thank the referee, Alan Boss, for reminding us how remark-
ably similar the magnetized states of Figs. and are to the rotating1 2
isothermal equilibria studied by Narita, & Miyama andHayashi, (1982)
Toomre (1982).
The quantity j di†ers from the spherical mass-to-Ñux
ratio, which we deÐne in dimensionless form as
j
r
4 2nG1@2 M(r)
'(r, n/2)
\ 1 ] H0
/(n/2)
. (40)
The alternative may be more appropriate than j to usej
rfor comparisons with numerical simulations of limited
spatial extent. For a given amount of threaded Ñux '\
'(r, n/2), the integration volume for the mass to compute j
ris always a subset of the volume used to compute the total
mass-to-Ñux j. Thus, we expect except for com-j
r
\j,
pletely Ñattened conÐgurations when j
r
\ j.
We tabulate j, and s for a set of representative valuesj
r
,
of in At one extreme, when theH0\ n/4 Table 1. H0] 0,pivotal state approaches the singular isothermal sphere (see
where s ] 1, and j and both ]O. At the other° 3.2), j
rextreme, when the pivotal state becomes a thinH0] O,disk, where s ] 0, and j and both ]1 (see Inj
r
° 3.4).
between, we have intermediate values, with j
r
\j.
3.4. T he L imit for H0? 1
For the core becomes a thin disk, with R]H0? 1, The surface density of the disk is there-2(1] H0)d(h[ n/2).fore
&(r) 4 lim
v/0
P
n@2~v
n@2`v
or sin h dh \ (1 ] H0)a2
nGr
. (41)
The corresonding mass inside r reads
M(r) \ 2(1 ] H0)a2 r
G
. (42)
Although unnecessary here, it is important for us to retain
the 1 in when we consider elsewhere the e†ects of1 ] H0the magnetic dilution (and not exact cancellation) of self-
gravitational forces in the equilibrium and collapse of a
pivotal singular isothermal disk with a Ñat rotation curve
& Li & Shu(Shu 1996 ; Li 1996b).
Above the midplane, where there is no matter, and there-
fore the Ðeld is force free, applied to the BCequation (20)
along the upper polar axis yields(16)
/\ C0(1 [ cos h) , (43)
where is a constant. The equatorial BC does notC0 (14)apply to equation (20) because the Ðeld is not force free in
the midplane of the disk. The corresponding solution for /
TABLE 1
PIVOTAL MASS-TO-FLUX RATIOS, j AND j
r
,
AND ELONGATION PARAMETER s
H0 n j jr s
0.0 . . . . . . . . . . 0.0 O O 1.00
0.0625 . . . . . . 0.25 16.2 5.05 1.20
0.125 . . . . . . . 0.50 8.38 3.61 1.38
0.25 . . . . . . . . 1.0 4.51 2.61 1.75
0.375 . . . . . . . 1.5 3.26 2.18 2.10
0.50 . . . . . . . . 2.0 2.66 1.94 2.46
0.75 . . . . . . . . 3.0 2.07 1.67 3.16
1.00 . . . . . . . . 4.0 1.79 1.52 3.86
1.25 . . . . . . . . 5.0 1.63 1.43 4.56
O . . . . . . . . . . O 1.00 1.00 O
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below the disk midplane reads
/\ C0(1 ] cos h) , (44)
since we require / also to vanish on the lower polar axis
h \ n. The magnetic Ðeld therefore has a kink as it crosses
the disk midplane. This kink must be supported by an
appropriate current sheet inside the disk. showsFigure 3
the situation pictorially with an edge-on view of a com-
pletely Ñattened disk.
To obtain the value of the constant we multiplyC0,by / and integrate the resulting relationshipequation (13)
across the midplane, requiring / to be continuous across
h \ n/2 and /@ to su†er a jump consistent with equations
and We obtain i.e.,(43) (44). 2C02\ 2H0(1] H0), C0\The total Ñux threading a circle of radius r[H0(1] H0)]1@2.in the midplane of the disk is now given by
'
A
r,
n
2
B
\ 4na2 r
G1@2 /
An
2
B
\ 4nG~1@2[H0(1 ] H0)]1@2 a2 r .
(45)
Dividing 2nG1@2 times by weequation (42) equation (45),
obtain the mass-to-Ñux ratio (di†erential, total, or spherical)
in nondimensional form as
j \ j
r
\
A1 ] H0
H0
B1@2
. (46)
which goes to 1 in the limit The conventionalH0] O.estimate 0.126 for the critical mass-to-Ñux ratio (in units of
G~1@2) from & Spitzer for a cloud sup-Mouschovias (1976)
ported entirely by magnetic Ðelds is replaced in our
(exact) calculation for the corresponding pivotal state by
1/2n \ 0.159 . . . .
To resolve the vertical structure of a highly Ñattened
toroid, where has a large but Ðnite value, weH0\ n/4adopt the analytical methods common to thin self-
gravitating disks. For a disk with surface density &(r) given
FIG. 3.ÈEquilibrium conÐguration in the limit n ] O. The toroid
degenerates to a disk of inÐnitesimal thickness (see here edge-on), and the
Ðeld lines enter and leave the disk at an angle of 45¡.
by we deÐne an e†ective half-thicknessequation (41), z0(r)given by
z0 4
&
2o0
, (47)
where is o(r, h) evaluated at the midplane h \ n/2 :o0
o0\
a2R(n/2)
2nGr2 . (48)
Substituting equations and into we(41) (48) equation (47),
obtain the disk aspect ratio as
z0
r
\ 1 ] H0
R(n/2)
, (49)
independent of r.
To Ðnd R(n/2), we compute vertical magnetostatic equi-
librium in a slab geometry. With z4 r cos h > r, we write
the equation of vertical magnetostatic equilibrium as
0 \ [ L
Lz
A
a2o ]B2
8n
B
] og
z
, (50)
where the vertical gravitational Ðeld of a thin self-g
zgravitating disk can be obtained from integrating PoissonÏs
equation (GaussÏs law) as
gz\ [2nGp , with p 4 2
P
0
zo dz . (51)
In we have included only the gradient of theequation (50),
magnetic pressure in the Lorenz force. The magnetic
tension exerts most of its force, not in the z direction, but
outward along the equatorial plane, where it o†sets the
inward radial attraction of the diskÏs self-gravity, a problem
that we have treated already in the approximation that the
disk thickness is inÐnitesimal.
(51) us to write the term asEquation allows og
z[(nG/2)L(p2)/Lz. We may now integrate toequation (50)
obtain
a2o ] 1
8n
(B
r
2] Bh2) ]
n
2
Gp2\ K , (52)
where we have written and K(r) is aB2\ B
r
2 ]Bh2 ,““ constant ÏÏ of the z-integration. We evaluate K at the mid-
plane, h \ n/2 (z\ 0), where p \ 0, ando 4o0, Br \ 0,The h component of the magnetic Ðeld is contin-Bh 4B0.uous across the disk ; for a thin disk, we may therefore
evaluate from the value of just above the disk. FromB0 Bhequations and with we(2), (11), (43) C0\ [H0(1] H0)]1@2,obtain
B02
8n
\H0(1 ] H0)a4
2nGr2 . (53)
Collecting expressions, we obtain
K(r) \ [R(n/2) ] H0(1 ] H0)]a4
2nGr2 . (54)
For z large compared to but small compared to r, o inz0,may be taken to be vanishingly small, p equalsequation (52)
&, and and have magnitudes equal to (SeeB
r
Bh B0. eq. [43],
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or review and notice that the magnetic Ðeld makes aFig. 3
45¡ angle with respect to the disk when it enters the disk
from the top or bottom.) Therefore, applied toequation (52)
together with equations and yieldsz? z0, (54) (41),
R(n/2) \ (1 ] H0)(1] 2H0) , (55)
which is the desired expression for R(n/2). Equation (49)
now becomes
z0
r
\ 1
1 ] 2H0
, (56)
which is >1 when as assumed at the outset.H0? 1,We add one Ðnal remark. Although the highly Ñattened
disks considered in this subsection are supported radially
against their self-gravity mostly by magnetic Ðelds, the
Alfve n speed in the midplane is not much larger than thevAisothermal sound speed a. Indeed, equations and(48), (53),
imply(55)
vA 4
B0
(4no0)1@2
\
A 2H0
1 ] 2H0
B1@2
a , (57)
which equals a in the limit The Ðeld is large, butH0 ] O.the density is high also, so the Alfve n speed is only moder-
ate, just as in the less Ñattened cases. The result, vA D a,comes as no surprise when considering the vertical structure
of centrifugally supported disks, such as galaxies or accre-
tion disks, but the Ðeld here also has to hold up the disk
against its self-gravity in the radial direction. It manages
this trick, despite the extreme aspect ratio, not so much by
having a large strength, but by having a large curl (i.e., large
associated current inside the disk). Such conÐgurations are
good candidates for nonaxisymmetric instability investiga-
tions, if for no other reason than that sug-Mestel (1965)
gested long ago that they might provide good sites for
fragmentation (see & LiShu 1996).
3.5. T he L imit for H0> 1
For completeness, in this section we study how the singu-
lar isothermal sphere is recovered from a family of toroids,
not in the limit but for nonzero We beginH0\ 0, H0> 1.by introducing the following transformation of dependent
variables :
R4 enS, /4 n1@2( . (58)
The governing ODEs for S(h) and ((h) become
n
sin h
d
dh
A
sin h
dS
dh
B
] 2enS\ 2
A
1 ] n
4
B
] n
2 sin h
d
dh
Asin h
(
d(
dh
B
, (59)
d
dh
A 1
sin h
d(
dh
B
\ [ enS
4(
sin h . (60)
Integration of recovers the integral constraintequation (59)
in a di†erent notation(18) P
0
n@2
enS sin h dh \ 1 ] n
4
. (61)
For we may expandH0\ n/4 > 1,
enSB 1 ] nS , (62)
for all S except when S becomes of order n~1, negatively or
positively. In the region in which holds, theequation (62)
governing equations take the approximate forms
1
sin h
d
dh
A
sin h
dS
dh
B
] 2S \ 1
2
] 1
2 sin h
d
dh
Asin h
(
d(
dh
B
,
(63)
d
dh
A 1
sin h
d(
dh
B
\ [ sin h
4(
, (64)
both of which are independent of the small parameter n.
This result provides the original motivation for the n scaling
of Notice also that the perturbation pro-equation (58).
cedure has decoupled the ODE for ( from that for S.
The parameter expansion turns out to introduce a(62)
singular behavior for R\ enS near h \ 0 that is not present
in the original expression ; therefore, equations and(63) (64)
are not uniformly valid over the entire interval of h from 0
to n/2. Instead, we must exclude a small neighborhood of
h \ 0 from the problem when using these approximate
equations, and we must think of their solution, in the lan-
guage of matched asymptotic expansions, as the solution of
an ““ outer problem.ÏÏ The inner limit as h ] 0 of the outer
solution for the nonlinear ODE (64) can be found analyti-
cally as
( ]
h2
2
([ ln h)1@2 , (65)
All other possibilities diverge too badly as h ] 0 to match
an inner solution given by the series expansion (which(30)
converges very slowly when we take the limit n ] 0).
Integration of the ODE subject to the outer BC, (@(n/(64)
2) \ 0, and the requirement suffices to determine ((h)(65)
completely.
When is substituted into in aequation (65) equation (63)
specialization to small h, we obtain a Bessel equation for S
apart from a known inhomogeneous term and a trivially
modiÐed numerical coefficient. Standard techniques for
linear ODEs then allow us to obtain the inner limit of the
outer solution for S when h ] 0 as
S ] 14 ] 12 ln ([ ln h) ] A1 J0(hJ2)] A2 Y0(hJ2) , (66)
where and are constants, and and are order-A1 A2 J0 Y0zero Bessel functions of the Ðrst and second kinds. In
we have retained constant terms in the pres-equation (66)
ence of other terms that are only logarithmically large. If the
coefficient then S ] [O as h ] 0 whereA2[ 0, Y0\(21@2 h)] (2/n) ln h. This is the relevant case at hand, since
the inner solution from has the behavior° 3.3
RP hn \ enlnh for h > 1. This analysis suggests that the
expansion becomes formally invalid when h is exponen-(62)
tially small compared to unity (order e~1@n) for small n. The
true angular dependence R(h) in the gas density goes from a
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value near unity (1 ] nS for S of order unity and n > 1) to a
value that approaches 0 (Dhn) when h > e~1@n. In other
words, when decreases from moderate values toH0\ n/4very small ones, the singular isothermal toroid becomes the
singular isothermal sphere by narrowing its inner opening
angle until this angle becomes exponentially small and not
noticeable.
The usual approach to determining the coefficients A1and is by asymptotic matching of the inner and outerA2solutions (see, e.g., & Orszag This approachBender 1978).
provides little practical service in the present circumstances
in which the inner interval is exponentially small compared
to the outer one. Therefore, we adopt a di†erent technique.
We regard the integral contraint as a physical substi-(61)
tute for applying the inner BC Although the expansion(17).
of the integrand enS as 1 ] nS is invalid near h \ 0, the
erroneous contribution to the integral from this incorrect
expansion is negligible because of the exponentially small
nature of the inner interval. Carrying out the expansion for
n > 1, we recast as a constraint free of theequation (61)
parameter n : P
0
n@2
S sin h dh \ 14 . (67)
Together with the outer BC, S@(n/2) \ 0, Ðxesequation (67)
the solution of S to the ODE one we know the sloution(63),
for (. The results are shown in Figures 4aÈ4b.
Also displayed in Figures are the values of4aÈ4b
( \ n~1@2/ and S \ n~1 ln R from numerical integrations
of the exact ODEs for / and R in the cases from n \ 0.25 to
n \ 4.0 displayed in The good agreement betweenFigure 1.
the perturbationally calculated and the neighboring exact
curves indicates that provides useful analyti-equation (58)
cal scalings even when n is not very small.
4. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORK
4.1. V alidity of Assumption of Quasi-magnetostatic
Equilibrium
This paper makes a potentially dangerous basic assump-
tion : quasi-magnetostatic equilibrium even during the Ðnal
stages as the system approaches gravomagneto catastrophe.
It is important to assess the validity of this basic assumption
before using the results found here for a wide variety of
applications.
We begin by assuming that has the conventionalo
idependence (see the ion density et al.Shu 1987), o
i
\ Co1@2,
and that the explicit time derivative and advective deriv-
ative yield terms of comparable magnitude when ' is oper-
ated upon by D/Dt. Substituting intoequation (11) equation
then gives the estimate(10)
o u
M
oD
2(2nG)1@2H0
cC
C1 ] (/@//)2
R
D1@2
a \ H0 vA sin h
!/
.
(68)
In is the velocity component perpendicularequation (68), u
Mto surfaces of constant ' ; ! is the large parameter deÐned in
as the dimensionless neutral-ion collisionalequation (1)
coupling ; and
vA 4
B
(4no)1@2 \
G2[1] (/@//)2]
R
H1@2 a/
sin h
, (69)
is the Alfve n speed.
Consistent with the approximation by & Mouscho-Basu
vias of equilibrium in the direction parallel to Ðeld(1994)
lines, we assume that Overall quasi-magnetostaticu
A
2 > a2.
FIG. 4.È(a) The scale Ñux function ((h) and (b) density function S(h) in the limit n ] 0. For comparison, the same quantities for the cases n \ 0.25È4.0
computed from the numerical solutions in are shown.Fig. 1
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equilibrium then holds if where the right-u
M
2 > vA2 ] a2,hand side represents the square of the fast MHD speed and
is dominated by the term near the polar axis. With /BvA2for small h, implies thatH0 j sin2 h/2 equation (68) uM2 Z vA2for a narrow range of angles near the polar axis when
!? 1 :
sin h [
2
j!
. (70)
For j \ 2.66 and !\ 11, appreciable violation(H0\ 0.5)of the quasi-magnetostatic approximation occurs within a
cone of about 4¡ of the polar axis. Such violation does not
constitute a serious o†ense because this cone contains a tiny
fraction (D3 ] 10~6) of the total amount of matter.3
The above conclusions are consistent with the numerical
simulations of & Shu who found that quasi-Lizano (1989),
magnetostatic equilibrium represents a good approx-
imation during the early phases of core contraction but
breaks down along the polar axis when the central density
concentration exceeds a factor of D102. Because their code
could not handle dynamical motions self-consistently and
had limited spatial resolution, they terminated the simula-
tion at this point, when the system is evolving rapidly
toward a central singularity.
& Mouschovias performed the Ðrst multi-Fiedler (1993)
dimensional simulation of molecular cloud core formation
by ambipolar di†usion that retains the Ñuid acceleration
terms in the full magnetohydrodynamic equations. They
veriÐed the conclusion by Lizano & Shu that central density
concentration proceeds very fast past a certain (break)
point ; however, their code allowed them to push on. They
discovered that beyond the break point, although the Ñuid
velocities and accelerations generated are appreciable, they
never become highly dynamic (supermagnetosonic), even
after the central density has increased from its initial value
by a factor of D106. This conclusion is quantiÐed and rein-
forced by the calculations of & Mouschovias inBasu (1994),
which the motions are not contaminated by starting with
initial states that su†er from force imbalance (see footnote
Thus, although the assumption of quasi-magnetostatic1).
equilibrium is imperfect, the degree of its violation before
the instant of singular core formation is not serious.
The Ðndings of Fiedler & Mouschovias and Basu &
Mouschovias should not delude us, however, into thinking
that quasi-magnetostatic equilibrium represents an accept-
able approximation for the entire star formation process.
Once a molecular cloud core reaches a singular state, it will
next produce a truly condensed object (a protostar) at the
center, one not only having e†ectively an inÐnite density
compared to ordinary cloud densities, but having nonzero
mass within a very conÐned space as well. When M(r) ] 0
as r ] 0 (the epoch leading up to singular core formation),
magnetic plus thermal support of the overlying gas is pos-
sible. When a point mass e†ectively resides at theM(0)D 0
origin r \ 0, the gravitational attraction of the point mass
on the surroundings becomes irresistable for astro-
3 Note that r has dropped out of the formula thus, the quasi-(68) ;
magnetostatic approximation holds with equal validity in the pivotal state
at all r for given h. In practice, our physical assumptions that o
i
\Co1@2
and that coupling to charged grains is less important than coupling to ions
break down when o exceeds 1011 molecules per cm3 & Ume-H2 (Nakanobayashi The assumption of an isothermal equation of state also1980).
needs revision at such densities.
physically reasonable levels of thermal and magnetic
support. The immediate overlying material must then go
into (magnetically diluted) free-fall collapse, even if the mag-
netic Ðeld thereafter remains perfectly frozen to the matter.
This is the essence of the inside-out collapse solution, where
for time t greater than the instant 0 ofM(0)\ m0 a3t/Gsingular core formation, and is a nondimensionalm0number equal to 0.975 for Galli & ShuH0> 1 (Shu 1977 ;and to for & Shu1993a, 1993b) 1.05(1] H0) H0? 1 (Li1996b).
4.2. Appropriateness of the Similarity Assumption
The conditions at the pivotal time t \ 0, which sets the
stage for all that follows, have been the focus of the present
paper. We now examine how well these conditions compare
with the numerical simulations of the evolutionary stages
for t less than but very close to 0. From Figures 4a and 4f of
& Mouchovias (1993), we Ðnd that the radial depen-Fiedler
dences o P r~2 and BP r~1 are satisÐed by their solution
at the end of the simulation by more than two decades in
linear scale. The work of & Chevalier indi-Foster (1993)
cates that the subsequent gravitational collapse of such cen-
trally concentrated conÐgurations would closely resemble
the case in which the distribution o P r~2 formally holds
for an inÐnite number of decades in linear scale.
Similar conclusions can be reached from the work of
& Mouschovias These authors extend the studyBasu (1994).
of Fiedler & Mouschovias closer to the pivotal instant
through approximate methods that apply to cores that are
Ñattened enough to assume vertical magnetostatic equi-
librium. They also allow cloud rotation and magnetic
braking to occur in the presence of ambipolar di†usion.
Since our investigation does not consider the e†ects of rota-
tion, we concentrate on model 2 of Basu & Mouschovias, in
which magnetic braking has reduced greatly the Ðnal rota-
tion rate. The power-law index for the density proÐle (their
Fig. 7a) is close to [2, which is again the similarity value
for the isothermal case. The magnetic Ðeld distribution
tends also to a power law, with an exponent close to [1
(their Fig. 7d), which is the similarity value. The mass-to-
Ñux ratio of their core tends in time to a constant (their Fig.
8b), providing the basic rationale for the similarity assump-
tion in the magnetized case (see We estimate a dimen-° 2).
sionless value 2nG1@2 dM/d'B 2 for the core region,
suggesting a comparison with one of our conÐgurations
with n B 3 (see This conÐguration is somewhatTable 1).
more elongated than shown in (n \ 2), but not by aFigure 2
large factor.
5. IMPLICATIONS FOR OBSERVATIONS
5.1. Flattening of Observed Cloud Cores
Intuitively, self-gravitating clouds supported in part by
magnetic Ðelds should be somewhat Ñattened (unless large
levels of toroidal Ðelds are present ; see Tomisaka 1991).
Nevertheless, from an examination of 16 dense cores in dark
clouds and their subsequent modeling as oblate and prolate
spheroids, et al. conclude that while elon-Myers (1991)
gation is a common characteristic of dense cores, with a
typical axial ratio of 0.5È0.6, the observed objectsÈ
especially those whose elongations align with long
ÐlamentsÈare more likely prolate than oblate.
In this section, we reexamine the possibility of oblate
conÐgurations as an explanation of the data. In particular,
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TABLE 2
AXIAL RATIO s~1 FOR n \ 2 FOR DIFFERENT
LINES OF SIGHT
cos 0 s~1
0.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.41
0.20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.42
0.40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.47
0.60 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.56
0.80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.74
1.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00
we compute the inverse of the aspect ratio, s~1, for the
representative conÐguration with Thisn \ 4H0\ 2.number is listed in as a function of k 4 cos 0, whereTable 2
0 is the angle between the axis of the toroid and the line of
sight. We then compute the value averaged over solid
angles as
Ss~1T \
P
0
1s~1 dk . (71)
Table 2 yields Ss~1T \ 0.58, consistent with the measure-
ment of et al. In reality, they have probablyMyers (1991).
included conÐgurations with a mixture of andn \ 4H0stages of core evolution. Our point here is merely that the
measured levels of elongation require only modest amounts
of magnetic support to explain them.(H0\ 0.5)As an indicator of the predictive power of our theory, we
note that a \ 0.2 km s~1 for the measured temperature
T \ 10 K of the starless cores in the Taurus molecular
cloud. With the equatorial density a2R(n/2)/H0\ 0.5,2nGr2 and magnetic Ðeld strength 2a2/(n/2)/G1@2r of the
pivotal state at a distance r \ 0.05 pc equal 1] 10~19 g
cm~3 and 15 kG, respectively [see Figs. for the1aÈ1b
numerical values of /(n/2) and R(n/2)]. These densities and
Ðeld strengths compare favorably with the measurements of
& Myers and of et al. of theBenson (1989) Crutcher (1993)
same quantities. The magnetic Ðeld strength P r~1 has
probably dropped to background values at such scales, sug-
gesting a transition to envelope properties for r [ 0.05 pc as
in the TNT (thermal-nonthermal) models of Myers & Fuller
(1992a, 1992b).
5.2. Interstellar T oroids and Bipolar Molecular OutÑows
One of the most striking developments of the past two
decades in the Ðeld star formation has been the discovery of
bipolar molecular outÑows from young stellar objects
Loren, & Plambeck Ho, & Moran(Snell, 1980 ; Rodr• guez,
& Lada see for an up-to-1980 ; Bally 1983 ; Bachiller 1996
date review). From almost the beginning (see, e.g., Torrelles
et al. et al. observers have suggested1983 ; Plambeck 1982),
that an axisymmetric gaseous structure with polar holes (an
““ interstellar torus ÏÏ) surrounding the driving source might
play a role in shaping the resulting bipolar molecular
outÑow (for an update of the Orion Ñow, see Plam-Wright,
beck, & Wilner More recently, & Hartmann1996). Whitney
and Calvet, & Boss have argued(1993) Hartmann, (1996)
for the presence of circumstellar toroids on the basis of the
optical appearance of reÑection nebulae in star-forming
regions.
With few exceptions, theorists have ignored these sugges-
tions or sought alternative explanations to account for the
observations. Reluctance to embrace the concept can prob-
ably be traced to two causes : (i) a belief in the intrinsic
collimation efficacy of magnetocentrifugal driving mecha-
nisms for the underlying wind or jet emanating from the
central protostellar source, and (ii) a disbelief that a topo-
logical structure as weird as a torus could arise from natural
causes in the interstellar medium.
Since one of the most striking features of the equilibrium
conÐguration studied in this paper is the presence of a low-
density cusp region around the polar axis, the notion of
interstellar and circumstellar toroids no longer lacks theo-
retical support (see also et al. andHayashi 1982 Toomre
Moreover, recent advances in the understanding of1982).
the asymptotic behavior of magnetocentrifugally driven
Ñows from young stars and disks suggest that the high
observed degree of collimation of optical jets may be some-
what of an illusion ; the jet may merely be the high-density
central portion of a wider angle wind et al.(Shu 1995 ; Li
Thus, the observed properties of bipolar molecular1996).
outÑows might indeed result from the combination of an
angle-dependent wind blowing into an angle-dependent
molecular cloud core.
et al. proposed just such a scenario to explainShu (1991)
certain observed features of molecular outÑows. They con-
structed an elementary theory that had a constant-velocity
wind distributed with mass-loss power over polar angle as
P(h) blowing into a core with a radial density proÐle of
and with an angular dependence that they char-aeff2 /2nGr2acterized as Q(h).4 With the assumption that the core
material is swept into thin shells, locally preserving the orig-
inal radial momentum distribution of the wind, they found
it possible to explain the shapes of outÑow lobes (expanding
linearly with time in all directions), as well as the otherwise
mysterious appearance of a ““Hubble law ÏÏ for the velocity
Ðeld along the bipolar outÑow axis (see also & Gold-Xie
smith 1994).
& Chernin correctly criticized the P-QMasson (1992)
model on the basis that nonextreme choices for P and Q
yield distributions of swept-up mass at di†erent velocities in
discord with the observations. These authors propose that
only a central jet as a driver can reproduce the observed
distribution. However, the simplest jet models fail to
account for the geometrical shapes of outÑow lobes. To
remedy this shortcoming, & Chernin suggestMasson (1993)
that stellar jets wander over moderately large opening
angles with time, introducing a complication that makes
deÐnitive calculations difficult.
We believe that the P-Q prescription may yet provide
useful models. Masson & Chernin stated carefully that their
objections to the P-Q prescription were based on not adopt-
ing too strange a functional behavior for either P(h) or Q(h).
However, the recent work on the asymptotic behavior of
magnetocentrifugally driven winds and the results of the
present paper suggest that P(h) P 1/sin2 h and Q(h) P R(h)
may be strange in the extreme. show (a) the geo-Figures 5
metrical shape of the swept-up lobes, (b) the line proÐle
expected for unresolved, optically thin, emission from the
two lobes, (c) the distribution of swept-up mass with line-of-
sight velocity, and (d) the momentum distribution inte-
grated on cuts across the lobe as function of the projected
distance of the cut along the bipolar Ñow axis, computed
according to the formulae found in et al. andShu (1991)
& Chernin when we adopt P(h) \ 1/sin2 hMasson (1992)
4 If we deÐne thenaeff 4 (1] H0)1@2a, Q(h) \ R(h)/(1 ] H0).
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FIG. 5a FIG. 5b
FIG. 5c FIG. 5d
FIG. 5.È(a) Shape of swept-up lobes in the meridional plane for wind power P(h) P 1/sin2 (h) and core distribution Q(h) P R(h) of a singular model with
n \ 2.0. (b) The corresponding line proÐles for unresolved optically thin emission from both bipolar lobes (centered on the velocity of the core) for the same
model viewed at inclination angles 0 \ 80¡ (solid line), 45¡ (heavy dashed line), and 10¡ (dot-dashed line) with respect to the axis of the bipolar Ñow. The nearly
discontinuous steps on the wings of the lines for the case 0 \ 80¡ arise from the waist of the two lobes in (a). (c) The logarithm of the swept-up mass at each
logarithmic interval of the line-of-sight velocity for the same inclinations 0 as in (b). The case 0 \ 80¡ has a nearly discontinuous step. (d) The momentum
distribution for cuts across a lobe, as a function of distance along the lobe for the case 0 \ 45¡, when the blueshifted and redshifted lobes appear well
separated in projection and the line-of-sight outÑow velocities are reasonably large.
and the Q(h) P R(h) appropriate for the n \ 2.0 model of
this paper. The total wind power diverges if P(h) has a strict
1/sin2 h dependence (see the comments of & ShuLi 1996a) ;
in the actual X-wind models, the ““ jet ÏÏ part of the Ñow has a
hollow core at small h that prevents actual divergence (Shu
et al. In the models presented here, we have ignored1995).
this cuto†. An even more important contributor to lobes
that are open at the ends rather than closed is the assump-
tion that the mass of the swept-up shell exceeds greatly the
mass of the shocked wind. This assumption breaks down in
the polar region, in which there is very little material to
sweep up in a model of the cloud core as a magnetized
singular isothermal toroid.
Apart from this minor artiÐciality and an arbitrary
dimensional scaling,5 (a) the shapes of the bipolar outÑow
lobes appear reasonable, (b) the integrated line proÐles are
similar to what one sees in real bipolar outÑow sources, and
5 The outÑow problem is self-similar once the Ñow propagates substan-
tially into the uncollapsed 1/r2 core, with all dimensions increasing linearly
with time, and with all velocities remaining Ðxed in time but not in space.
(c) the power-law nature of the mass-with-velocity distribu-
tion at the highest velocities has the same range of expo-
nents as & CherninÏs summary of theMasson (1992)
observational data. Moreover, in the bipolar outÑow source
NGC 2264G, & Fich have now observed theLada (1996)
turnover at small velocities predicted in TheirFigure 5c.
observations suggest also that the theoretical distribution at
the very highest velocities requires modiÐcation because of
the breakdown of the assumption discussed in the previous
paragraph.
The up-and-down excursions near the central source in
involve near and exact cancellations of consider-Figure 5d
able masses of swept-up gas moving at low line-of-sight
velocities of opposite sign. The actual amplitude of such
excursions, as well as the size of the waist of the two lobes in
Figure 5a, may be damped (or eliminated altogether) by
the presence of a region of Ñattened infall, a pseudodisk, and
a centrifugal disk surrounding the central protostarÈ
realistic features of the process of forming a protostar for
times t [ 0 that have been ignored in the present analysis.
The region of overlap between the blueshifted and red-
shifted lobes is also a confusing one observationally, and the
data reduction technique for the analysis of momentum dis-
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tributions usually excises this region from the results (L.
Chernin 1996, private communication). If we ignore the
up-and-down excursions associated with overlapping lobes,
the result in Figure 5d compares favorably with the analo-
gous plots in Figure 1 of & Masson InChernin (1995).
particular, we reproduce their observational Ðnding that
momentum distributions tend typically to peak near the
middle of each lobe, rather than at either end, as in the most
naive theories. If the viewing angle 0 is known, the time
since the turn-on of the wind can be determined, in prin-
ciple, from the separation in parsecs of the momentum
maxima in the two lobes, since in the model all physical
length scales (including the projected separations of the
momentum maxima) scale linearly with this time.
6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Ambipolar di†usion acting on magnetic Ðelds threading
dense self-gravitating regions of a large molecular cloud
tends to produce cores with di†erential mass-to-Ñux ratios
in dimensionless form, j \ 2nG1@2 dM/d', which are
uniform over the spatial scales characterizing the small
cores, but which increase steadily in time toward a
maximum value consistent with magnetostatic equilibrium.
For a cloud core with axial symmetry and constant isother-
mal sound speed a, we deÐne the pivotal j as the value
(dependent on ambient conditions) that results in a self-
similar singular conÐguration, in which the density scales
with the spherical radius as r~2 and the magnetic Ðeld as
r~1, with dependences on polar angle h that satisfy the
constraints of magnetostatic equilibrium. Under these con-
ditions, the singular equilibrium states constitute a linear
sequence of toroids, characterized by di†erent values of the
pivotal j, or equivalently, of the overdensity factor H0.Field lines threading the equatorial plane near the origin
fan out at larger radii. Self-gravity causes gas to drain down
these Ðeld lines, forming the low-density regions surround-
ing the polar axis that give the pivotal conÐgurations the
appearance of toroids. The overall shape of a toroid
depends on its value of j. When the magnetization is low,
j ? 1, the conÐguration approaches the singular isothermal
sphere, with volume density o \ (a2/2nG)r~2. When j is
close to 1, the conÐguration becomes a thin disk, with
surface density with&\ [(1 ] H0)a2/nG]r~1, H0? 1.Which member of the family of solutions would nature
choose to adopt? We speculate that this choice is made on
the basis of the mass-to-Ñux ratio of the general surround-
ings. & Shu see also found thatLizano (1989; Nakano 1979)
superumbral regions that are not highly Ñattened in the
ambipolar di†usion calculations typically cannot increase
their central values for the initial mass-to-Ñux ratio by a
factor in excess of D2 before starting to evolve very quickly.
In the magnetically supercritical state, the core ““ breaks ÏÏ
from envelope (the terminology of & MouschoviasFiedler
and tries to establish a singular conÐguration. If the1993)
pivotal value of j exceeds the critical value by a further
factor of 2 or 3 (see Fig. 4d of & MouschoviasFiedler 1993),
then we expect that cores reach gravomagneto catastrophe
with j only a factor of several higher than the ambient
medium.
In any case, the existence of the singular isothermal
sphere as one limit in a continuous linear sequence of
pivotal states suggests that the theory of isolated star for-
mation based largely on collapse calculations of
unmagnetized cloud clores will su†er quantitative revisions,
but not qualitative ones, when the e†ects of magnetic Ðelds
are incorporated more realistically. Within the context of
the magnetized core models of the present paper, we may
already make certain general statements about the sub-
sequent collapse phase. Most importantly, on dimensional
grounds, the infall rate into the central regions once a pro-
tostar forms and the immediate surroundings go into near-
free-fall collapse must take the exact form
M0 \M0(1 ] H0)a3/G , (72)
where for andM0\ 0.975 H0> 1 (Shu 1977) M0\ 1.05for & ShuH0? 1 (Li 1996b).Galli & Shu found that the deÑection of(1993a, 1993b)
the infalling matter by magnetic Ðelds away from radial
trajectories causes the formation of a nonequilibrium pseu-
dodisk surrounding the protostar that is typically many
times larger than the centrifugally supported disk that can
be expected to form because of the rotation of the infalling
gas. This situation should continue to hold for the present
models, but there will be an important di†erence. Adopting
a model of straight Ðeld lines of uniform strength thread-B0ing a singular isothermal sphere, Galli & Shu found in a
perturbational treatment that the radius of the pseudo-r
Bdisk increases with time t after the formation of the singular
state and the onset of dynamical collapse as
r
B
\ 0.12
AG2B04
a
B1@3
t7@3 . (73)
Bent Ðeld lines in the pivotal state in which scales asB0a2G~1@2 r~1, instead of remaining a constant, will preserve
exact self-similarity (including time) in the subsequent
dynamical collapse. The reduced dependences of this col-
lapse will be characterized by the independent variables
(x, h) where x 4 r/at. By dimensional analysis, in thisr
Bsituation must be given exactly by
r
B
\ x
B
at , (74)
where is a dimensionless number that is again dependentx
Bon The slower dependence on t of com-H0. equation (74)pared to may o†er a good observational dis-equation (73)
criminant between the t \ 0 states of the present paper and
those of Galli & Shu.
What about the initial conditions for the angular rotation
rate ) at the onset of collapse? Accounting for magnetic
braking during the ambipolar di†usion (core formation)
stage (but only in Ñattened conÐgurations), & Mous-Basu
chovias Ðnd that is is )r rather than ) itself that(1994)
tends asymptotically to become a constant as the pivotalv0singular conÐguration is approached. The appearance of
another scale for speed, introduces a new dimensionlessv0,parameter but no wreckage of the exact self-b 4 v0/asimilarity of the pivotal state or its subsequent collapse (Shu
& Li & Shu In particular, the radius at1996 ; Li 1996b). r
Cwhich infalling material Ðrst encounters a centrifugal
barrier must now be given on dimensional grounds by the
exact formula,
r
C
\ x
C
at , (75)
where is a dimensionless number dependent on bothx
C
H0and b. For b2> 1, the problem may be solved by a straight-
forward generalization of the perturbational treatments
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used by et al. and by Galli & ShuTerebey (1984) (1993a,
If we ignore any additional magnetic braking1993b).
during the collapse, we obtain
x
C
\M0
4
b2 , (76)
where for and forM0\ 0.975 H0> 1 M0\ 1.05 H0? 1.should be contrasted with the approximateEquation (75)
relation that applies if an unmagnetized singular isothermal
sphere had rotated instead at a small but constant angular
speed & Moosman)0 (Cassen 1981) :
r
C
\M03
16
)02 at3 , (77)
where M0\ 0.975.
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